BEACH SKIRTS
At the beach ladies want to get a sun tan but sometimes also just get
a drink or bite without having to get completely dressed. The ideal
solution for this is a beach skirt. Just drape them quickly over your
swimwear and at the same time they will provide just some more
protection from the sun rays, these tend to be pretty harmfull these
days!
The skirts will sometimes perfectly match the swimwear in colour or
prints but may easily have a completely different look. Beach skirt
come in a variety of shapes, from ultra short up to all the way down to
the ground.
The material as well can be different, sometimes the short skirts are
made from the same stretch fabric as the swimwear itself but the
longer skirts are mainly made out of lighter fabrics like a voile or light
weight cotton.
A beach skirt doesn't hug the body tight like swimwear so doesn't
have to be stretchy. But like swimwear there are some conditions for
the skirts as well to do the job :
colourfroof against bright sunlight
quick dry because

the body can be still wet from swimming

wrinkle free because

the beach

strong yarns to

the skirt are just laying around freely on

avoid damage from the sand

Beach skirts appear in all kind of types. Skirts that just about cover the but  skirts just above or just
under the knees  long skirts all the way to the ground  wide skirt or tight skirts ... one can see all
kind of things at the beaches or swimming pooles.
PAREO

The pareo has been known for a long time from tropical places, it is a large piece of cloth one can drape around the
body in many different ways. Usually it's made from a light weight cotton and measures 1 20cmx1 50/1 80cm. When
draped from the hips the pareo will reach all the way to the ground but from higher up it will be much shorter.
KNOTTED SKIRT

These days we can see several short beach skirts which are simply knotted together around the hips. Often they are
triangel shaped so the skirt will be a little longer at the back but they can be rectangle shaped as well, knotted
together at 2 corners.
WRAP SKIRT

A wrap skirt is just a bit more shaped as the simple knotted cloths. Sometimes even side seams are used to widen
the skirt towards the bottom. A wrap skirt can be open at the side but several skirts overlap at the front. Usually wrap
skirt are closed with a drawstring..
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A beach skirt is not that hard to make by yourself. You don't need a very complicated sewing pattern
and not a lot of experience. Really an ideal garment to start with making your own clothes! Some
ideas put together :

THE OPEN WRAP SKIRT
Just a simple skirt tied together around the hips with
a drawstring. It will be open at the spot where it is
knotted, especially when you move. The skirt itself is
nothing more than a rectangle piece of cloth.
It can be in the same fabric as the swimwear itself
but also an airy cotton in the same colour or print.
Even a constrasting colour could work well.

What you will need:

* fabric for the skirt
* ribbon for the knot
* yarn and sewing machine
* paper and pencil
* scissors and tape-measure

What you have to do :

* measure around the hips at the spot you want to close the skirt
* measure the desired length of the skirt
* draw a rectangle; horizontal the hip size and vertical the skirt length
* pin the paper tectangle on the fabric and cut it out
* cut the ribbon at the hip size + 60cm
* pin the ribbon along one of the long sides of the fabric, leave 30cm at both sides
* stitch the ribbon on the fabric at the top edge
* turn the ribbon to enclose the fabric and stitch at the other edge on the fabric
woven fraying fabric needs trimming at the other edges as well;
fold the edges a few mm to the wrong side of the fabric, fold again and topstitch

THE WRAP SKIRT WITH ROUND CORNERS
It will also be a nice effect to round up the loose corners of such a wrap skirt.

What you have to do :

* fold the paper pattern in half
* find a round template (a dinner plate for example) to
draw a rounding and cut this out
* finish the skirt the same way as the previous wrap skirt

THE ASYMMETRIC WRAP SKIRT
In a simular way it is possible to make an asymmetrical skirt. Such a skirt is usually very short
where the drawstrings knot, 1 0 to 1 5cm for example. At the fold of the pattern the skirt will be
longer again, just over the butt or maybe halfway the thigh.

What you have to do :

* fold the paper pattern in half
* measure along the short open side 1 0 to 1 5cm downwards and mark this spot
* measure the length you want for the longest side and measure this downwards at the fold and mark this spot
* connect both marks with a slightly bended line
* finish the skirt the same way as both previous skirts
For non-fraying fabrics (like spandex) it is even possible to cut the edge in a fantasy shape as in the picture

THE OVERLAP WRAP SKIRT
A little more complicated are the overlap skirts where part of the
front will overlap. To avoid drop downs these skirts are usually
closed at the waist instead of the hips. Because the waist is smaller
than the hip this skirt needs to be wider towards the bottom. This
will be possible by adding side seams.

What you will need:

* fabric for the skirt
* ribbon for the knot
* yarn and sewing machine
* paper and pencil
* scissors and tape-measure

What you have to do :

* measure the waist
* measure the length you want for the skirt
* draw a rectangle on the paper ; horizontal half
the waist size, vertical the skirt length
* lengthen the bottom 5cm at BOTH sides =
1 0cm totall and mark the ends
* connect bottom and top with new sloped lines;
this will be the back part of the skirt
* pin the pattern on the fabric and cut it out a
single layer of fabric
* measure along the top of the paper pattern
at the right 5cm back and mark the spot
* draw from this mark a vertical line downwards
to the bottom line
* cut the paper pattern on this line, the main
part is the front of the skirt
* fold the fabric in half and cut the front part
from a double layer of fabric
* pin the sloped sides on each other and stitch
together (spandex with a serger)
* cut the ribbon in the totall length of the top
edge + 1 40cm
* pin the ribbon along the top edge leaving
70cm at BOTH sides
* stitch the ribbon on the fabric at the top edge
* turn the ribbon to enclose the fabric and stitch
along the other edge on the fabric
woven fraying fabric needs trimming at the other
edges as well;
fold the edges a few mm to the wrong side of
the fabric, fold again and topstitch

How to make your own DRAWSTRING!
You can make the draewstrings for knotting this type of beach skirts from the same fabric as the
swimwear. By stitching the all along the top edge of the skirt it is impossible to pull them off.
A very nice decorative accents would be to lengthen the drawstrings for wrapping them around the body
before you tie up the skirt.

What you have to do :

* Cut a strip of fabric 4cm wide with a length of waist or hip size (where the skirt will be fastened) + at least 60cm for
the knots. If you want an extra wrap around with the drawstrings lengthen the strip with another waist or hip size.
Sometimes the fabric won't be long enough and you will have to stitch a few strips together.
* Pin the strip with the right side downwards at the top edge of the wrong side of the fabric leaving at least 30cm at
BOTH sides for the knot and the extra length in case you want an extra wrap around.
* Stitch the strip at 1 cm from the raw top edge : use a zigzag stitch for stretch fabrics and a straight stitch for others
* Fold the strip lengthwise to the front, also where the skirt itself stops. Fold a few mm seam in between the layers of
fabric and pin together.
* Topstitch the strip all the way with twin needles and make a knot in the ends.

You can make your beach skirt
without any drawstring as well!
Cut an extra strip of fabric to make a
knot. Use at least 20cm extra length
and make the strip at least 5cm wide.
Or cut the skirt in a triangle and use
the ends for knotting.

How to trim the edges of a beach skirt
Woven cotton needs a narrow hem because the fabric will fray if you don't. Fold the edges a few mm to
the wrong side of the fabric, fold again and topstitch
A nice touch would be to add a decorative trim at the hem.

Stretch fabric doesn't fray and can be cut without any trimming. Some lovely other ideas:
* cut 5 to 1 0cm incisions at 1 cm apart in the hem for fringes
* cut an irregular shaped hem like the picture of the asymmetric skirt
* use the serger for a contrast stitching at the hem
* use the serger for hem trimming and stretch the fabric during stitching for a wave effect

